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A DISAPPOINTING
PERFORMANCE

Laban dance centre swept the critics off their feet

when its gleaming facades were first unveiled. But

for the school, poorly functioning services mean

it's just a pretty face, says Andy Pearson
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When it opened in spring 2003 the Laban 
centre for contemporary dance was a spectacu-

lar addition to a rundown part of south east

London. It was designed by Swiss architectural

duo Herzog & de Meuron and it won RIBA's

Stirling Prize for Architecture later that year. At

the time the judges described it as an extraor-

dinarily fine building that makes a major contri-

bution to the artistic life of the community

while acting as a catalyst to the regeneration of

the whole area.  

Now, four years later, this hyper-modern

building clad in its translucent skin of polycar-

bonate still looks magnificent, if slightly surreal

situated on the edge of muddy Deptford Creek

and surrounded by decaying blocks of council

flats, scrap yards and industrial warehouses.

But while students of architecture continue

to coo about the building's daring design and

debate the aesthetic merits of polycarbonate

cladding, the occupants have been struggling

to get the building to work. For the dance

school the real issue over the past four years is

not the relative merits, or otherwise, of tinted

polycarbonate but the on-going effort to get

the building's services to meet their needs.

"The building's heating and ventilation was an

absolute nightmare," says Anthony Bowne,

Laban's director. "It is a highly complex system.

We didn't know how to run it, and there was no

one there to show us how to - they'd all done a

runner."

There is no denying that with Laban the

architect succeeded in creating a stunning

architectural solution to the schools brief. This

two-storey concrete-framed building has two

shorter end walls interlinked by curving eleva-

tions. These curving facades are clad in strips

of lime-, turquoise- and magenta-tinted semi-

translucent polycarbonate panels, separated

from the building by an 800 mm gap. Areas of

clear glazing punctuate this plastic skin, fram-

ing the dancers within. During the day the

facades have a cloudy, ephemeral appearance

like a milky bubble. But at night the polycar-

bonate allows the entire building to glow with

colour.  

Behind this facade is an 8000 m2 interior, at

the heart of which is a 300-seat raked theatre

complete with fly-tower for storing stage back-

drops. Surrounding this theatre the architect

had packed in 13 lofty dance studios (two on

the ground floor; the remainder on the first

floor), a library, a public cafe, a physiotherapy

unit, offices for support staff and various minor P
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rooms all of which are accessible from the

building's two main corridors. 

However, when the dance school took pos-

session of its spectacular new premises in

Autumn 2002 its enthusiasm for the look of its

new home soon became tempered by the

knowledge that the main contractor, Ballast

Southern, had gone into administration just as

the building was reaching completion.

According to Bowne this setback meant some

snagging issues remained unresolved. "With the

contractor going into administration after com-

pletion there was no one we could call back to

the site," he explains. 

The first major difficulty says Bowne was that

for an occupant new to the building, there were

no operation and maintenance manuals provid-

ed for the services so the school had to run the

ventilation and heating services blind. "The

reality for us was that there were too many

variables so that when something was not

working properly we did not know whether it

was an issue with the one thing or a combina-

tion of different issues”. He says it has taken a

couple of years to master the building services:

"We spent two years where we had two winters

where we were often too cold and two sum-

mers where we were often way too hot." And he

correctly predicts, "I think it is under control

now but I expect because of these earlier prob-

lems the user survey will get a poor reaction

from the staff."

Reg Fitch is the facilities manager who has

worked with the system from the outset. As a

former banker, his financial background meant

he had little experience to prepare him for the

challenge that lay ahead. "If Laban was a hand

of cards I'd been dealt I'd have thrown them

straight back," he says.

Andy Keelin was the building services engi-

neer for consultants Whitbybird. He admits the

scheme had a "difficult birth" but he appears

surprised by the client's complaints. He says the

systems would have had to been working prop-

erly for the consultants to have signed them off

on behalf of the client and a maintenance con-

tractor would have to have been in place for a

year after handover for the plant warranties to

be valid. "We would have had to witness the

systems working for sign-off at practical com-

pletion," he says. He does concede, however,

that the systems would still need to be fine-

tuned over their first year in operation. 

Ballast Southern subcontracted the M&E

services installation to Emcor. The contractor

concurs with Whitbybird regarding the commis-

sioning and snagging. In a statement to BSj it

says: "All services were commissioned, wit-

nessed and signed off in full by the main con-

tractor and the building services consultant,"

The need for a new home
By 1995 it had become clear that Laban dance

school's success meant it had outgrown its pre-

vious premises. Laban had at that time become

the largest school for contemporary dance in

the world. It had 350 full-time students studying

dance at all levels up to MA. However, it was

based in an old primary school a few miles down

the road in New Cross where many of the dance

studios were dark, windowless spaces. 

Laban worked with architect Burrell Foley

Fischer to draw up a brief for a new centre. As

part of the studies the designers visited dance

centres in Hong Kong and Taiwan to see how

others had met the challenge. Though Anthony

Bowne, Laban's director, says the school largely

knew what it wanted by assessing the short-

comings of the home it already had.

At the same time the local authority decided

it needed a focus for the regeneration of the

area. It offered the charity the two-acre site in

Deptford at a price it could afford. In 1997, Swiss

architect Herzog & de Meuron won the interna-

tional architectural competition to design the

dance centre's new home. "They were the only

one of the six shortlisted practices to try to

understand the philosophy of the organisation,"

says Bowne.
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CLOCKWISE FROM FAR LEFT:
At night the building’s facades
glow with colour; corridors are

colour coded to aid orientation; 
light fittings in the cafeteria had

to be shortened to keep them out
of the reach of students  
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RIGHT: The ahus are squeezed into a pit on the 
building’s roof. ABOVE LEFT: A baffle was added to
prevent air short circuiting between the unit’s intake 
and exhaust louvres. ABOVE RIGHT: SInce completion a
curved scoop has been  added to throw the exhaust air
clear of the roof pit

Energy data for Laban was obtained from monthly

utility bills provided by the facilities team, writes

Roderic Bunn.

Electricity consumption is based on actual

meter readings over nine months between April

2006 and March 2007. The missing three months

were estimated by extrapolation, erring on the

side of caution. Actual gas meter readings were

available from October 2006 to March 2007.

Extrapolated data was applied for the missing six

months, based on trends shown in the known

readings. Again, the estimates were conservative.

The energy data was assessed to Stage B of the

CIBSE TM22 Energy Assessment and Reporting

Method.

Energy consumption was adjusted to the aver-

age degree days for the year (2172). Laban's

extended operating hours were also taken into

account. Laban is used very intensively, with nor-

mal weekday occupation between 07:00-22.00 h,

followed by cleaning between 23:00-04:00 h. The

building is open to students and the general public

at weekends between 08:00 - 17:00 h, closing one

hour earlier on Sundays. Of the approximate 

1,570,487 kWh recorded for electricity, 

250,648 kWh were recorded on the energy bills as

a night rate.

Based on the stated internal floor area of 

8203 m2 (measured treated floor area was not

available), adjusted electricity consumption for

Laban came in at 192 kWh/m2/y, with adjusted gas

consumption at 176 kWh/m2/y. Both these figures

can be taken to be a good approximation. For car-

bon dioxide emissions, this translates as 

115 kgCO2/m2/y, using TM22 default conversion

factors of 0.46 for electricity and 0.19 for gas. 

There is no easy means by which Laban can be

benchmarked. The building is bespoke, and with 13

large dance studios, it is the largest of its kind in

the UK.

The nearest available benchmark is that listed

in Energy Consumption Guide 78: Energy Use in

Sports and Recreation Buildings. ECON 78 gives

typical and good practice energy consumption fig-

ures for a 1000 m2 fitness studio with exercise

studios, a health suite, a licensed bar and a cafe.

But Laban is eight times larger than the bench-

mark building and considerably more complex with

its performance theatre and dance studios.

Nevertheless, against the ECON 78 benchmark,

electricity consumption at Laban comes in around

the typical level, with gas consumption better than

ECON 78 good practice (176 kWh/m2/y compared

with 201 kWh/m2/y) and one third the ECON 78

typical value (449 kWh/m2/y) - see Table 1. 

Given that Laban is very much a tale of two

buildings - the dance studios and a mixture of air-

conditioned cellular and open plan offices - it is

relevant to see how the Centre compares against

the ECON 19 Energy Efficiency in Offices bench-

mark for a standard air-conditioned office. By this

yardstick Laban's energy figures look rather less

impressive (Table 2). Laban still performs better

than typical for both gas and electricity, but worse

against good practice. The carbon dioxide emis-

sions of 115 kgCO2/m2/y is also above the ECON 19

typical benchmark of 111 kgCO2/m2/y for a stan-

dard air-conditioned office.

Unfortunately, no data was available to do a

detailed energy breakdown by end-use. 

Some of the building's systems evidently

default to on. This is a consequence of extended

hours of occupation, the intensive use of public

areas seven days a week, and lack of local switch-

ing for services, notably the lighting. Despite good

daylighting in many areas of the building, the

lighting controls are not daylight-linked. High gas

consumption may be due to the widespread appli-

cation of underfloor heating in the dance studios

and the need to maintain comfort conditions for

the dancers over long hours of occupation.

The gas and electricity consumption for the

catering facility is currently not metered. Post-

occupancy studies regularly show that such cater-

ing facilities can account for a significant propor-

tion of a building's energy consumption. Better

control of kitchen ventilation and use of more

energy-efficient cooking appliances could show

savings.

Table 1

Econ 78 fitness studios Laban Good practice benchmark Typical benchmark

Electricity (kWh/m2/y) 192 127 194

Gas (kWh/m2/y) 176 201 449

Table 2

Econ 19 standard a/c office Laban Good practice benchmark Typical benchmark

Electricity (kWh/m2/y) 192 128 226

Gas (kWh/m2/y) 176 97 178

Laban energy analysis
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and "final defects were signed off by the client

at post practical completion handover stage".

The contractor is also keen to make clear that

any issues regarding Ballast's financial position

"had no impact on the project for Emcor" and it

is at a loss to explain the disappearance of the

project's O&M manuals, which it states "were

issued to Ballast Southern in a full and final

state prior to practical completion".

Ventilation
Unusually on this project the outline design for

the services was provided by the Swiss archi-

tects. Whitbybird then took the scheme and

worked it up to detail design. Fresh air is sup-

plied to the Laban building by two separate

systems, one serving all the dance studios the

other serving general areas such as corridors.

Each system is fed from an air-handling unit

concealed in a sunken well on the roof to pre-

serve the architect's precious roof profile. But

this arrangement has created problems for

both air-handling units. 

Squeezing the large double-deck air han-

dling unit serving the dance studios into the

tiny plant-well, so that its adjacent supply and

exhaust louvres are about 1m from the wall, has

caused short circuiting problems. As a result of

the wall's proximity air from the units exhaust

was found to be short-circuiting into the adja-

cent intake louvre. According to Fitch this

resulted in a 2ºC increase in air temperature at

the intake. It may also have reduced the amount

of fresh air supplied to the building, which

might go some way to explaining the "breath-

lessness" reported by some of the dancers. To

overcome this problem, Fitch designed and fit-

ted a vertical baffle plate, which he had fabri-

cated locally, to separate the intake from the

exhaust (see photographs, opposite).

A similar problem existed on the double deck

air-handling unit serving the general areas.

Here a curved cowl has had to be installed to

direct hot exhaust air out of the pit and away

from the intake below. Both problems would

appear to have arisen as a result of the squeez-

ing these large air handling units into such a

small space. The consultants admit that this was

a poor solution under the circumstances: "It is

not an excuse, we should have dealt with that

better," acknowledges Keelin. 

The temperature and volume of supply air

has also been an issue for the staff. The dance

studios have underfloor heating combined with

a displacement ventilation system balanced to

achieve a positive pressure. 

Control of the system relies on Fitch’s inter-

vention. "We can react quickly to sort out an

issue provided people tell me whether it is too

hot or too cold," he says. It’s Fitch's eyes and

A Building Use Studies occupancy survey was car-

ried out on 8 March, writes Roderic Bunn. About

80% of Laban's 45 permanent administrative and

teaching were surveyed, with the exception of

dance teachers engaged in teaching duties.

Students vastly outnumber permanent staff -

there can be between 300-350 people in the build-

ing on a normal day.

The figure below shows the summary results of

the survey. Overall, the building's occupants rank

the building as uncomfortable against the bench-

marks on most criteria, with the exception of

lighting and noise. The building is perceived to be

uncomfortable in summer and winter, with corre-

sponding negative scores for summer and winter

air quality. Stuffiness and overheating in summer

were common complaints.

Laban is also considered to be an unhealthy

building by many occupants, with some occupants

blaming the building for respiratory problems. 

In common with many post-occupancy studies,

Laban's occupants complain about insufficient

storage. This is exacerbated by overcrowding in

some offices. An office designed for five people is

now occupied by 10 staff. 

The building is extensively daylit, with large

areas of semi-opaque glazing. As with other

aspects of Laban, lighting is a tale of two

extremes. Administrative staff using computers

suffer from glare on screens. Occupants of other

offices suffer little or no daylight. Those in offices

without daylight (particularly north-facing offices)

complain that electric lighting is always needed. 

Laban is perceived to be a noisy working envi-

ronment, with those working near the dance stu-

dios complaining of noise from musicians (practice

rooms are often adjacent to offices). Many

respondents expressed unhappiness with the

building's extensive use of hard surfaces and lack

of sound proofing, which some said was unsympa-

thetic to their needs, and affected their ability to

concentrate.

The air-conditioning system was also regarded

by some staff as being noisy. The library staff

reported that the library floors were loud under-

foot, and that there was noise from the ramped

corridor and from the bar downstairs. 

Most staff perceive their productivity to be sig-

nificantly compromised by excessive noise, glare,

stuffiness and dryness.

Despite all this, occupants of Laban consider

their building to have a strong visual impact, with

a "good wow factor". Indeed, the building's image

to visitors was the only criterion that respondents

scored positively. 

"It's beautiful and a work of art" said one

respondent, "but we have to keep going outside

for air." Another reported that: "It's nice to look

at, but not friendly to work in," while another said:

"It is very beautiful and fun to show school groups

around, but not work or user-friendly."

Overall Laban is in the bottom 33% of the BUS

benchmark dataset, which is disappointing given

its cutting-edge design, its resulting iconic archi-

tectural status, its contribution to lifting a

depressed area of London, and its premier role in

the teaching of contemporary dance. 

Comfortable7UncomfortableTemperature in summer: overall 1

Comfortable7UncomfortableTemperature in winter: overall 1

Satisfactory7UnsatisfactoryAir summer: overall 1

Satisfactory7UnsatisfactoryAir in winter: overall 1

Satisfactory7UnsatisfactoryLighting: overall 1

Satisfactory7UnsatisfactoryNoise: overall 1

Satisfactory7UnsatisfactoryComfort: overall 1

Satisfactory7UnsatisfactoryDesign 1

Satisfactory7UnsatisfactoryNeeds 1

More healthy7Less healthyHealth (perceived) 1

Good7PoorImage to visitors 1

Increased

© Building Use Studies 2006

+20%

0%

DecreasedProductivity (perceived) -20%

Occupancy survey results



ears keep the building services ticking over. He

walks the building several times a day. If any-

thing needs to be adjusted he does this

through the building's Trend building manage-

ment system. He says he finds it relatively easy

to alter the control settings for the heating,

ventilation and cooling. "The controls are very

effective," he says.

It is in the smaller admin offices that staff are

most vociferous about the environmental con-

ditions - a situation no doubt exacerbated by

the lack of individual control over temperature

and daylight. According to Fitch, in many of

these rooms the number of occupants has

increased over time, and so has the demand on

cooling and fresh air. The Registry, which is

occupied by about 10 people has high solar

gains, and Fitch has had to install additional

fresh air supply ductwork to help air distribu-

tion in the room following complaints from the

staff about air short-circuiting to the extract

grille. Another problem for many of the admin-

istration staff is glare on their monitor screens

as a result of the building's translucent external

walls. Almost all the facades are fully glazed,

either in clear glazing or translucent panels. 

The consultants, however, are at a loss to

explain why the system would still need to be

adjusted after four years in operation. "The sys-

tem has everything in place to enable it to be

set up properly," says Keelin. 

Lighting
Three courtyards bring daylight deep into the

interior of the building's rectangular envelope.

There are clear glazed partitions that enclose

the dance studios and courtyards, so that you

can see the dancers at work. One of the

school's key requirements was that all the

dance studios should be naturally lit. "Dance

will often involve 30 hours of teaching and

rehearsal in a studio, a week - so the quality of

the environment was very critical to us,"

explains Bowne.

However daylight introduced issues such as

glare. Before construction started, Arup

Lighting spent a year working out the colour

intensities and levels of light for the dance stu-

dios; the consultant even built a half-scale

mock-up to test the various solutions. The

mock-up also helped to conclude that white

diffuse laminated double-glazing was the best

glass treatment to soften and diffuse the light

coming into the building through the facade to

the studios. The solution appears to work well.

However, the intensity of these luminous walls

does make the students appear as silhouettes

against the luminous walls making it difficult to

see their facial expressions. 

Control of the building's lighting does appear

to be a problem. At night the building appears

to glow from within. This is a result partly of the

building's long hours of occupation - see Box:

Energy analysis- and partly because the room

lighting controls are not accessible to the

building's occupants.

There was also a maintenance issue with the

large 'pipe' lights, which were designed by

Herzog & de Meuron and manufactured by

Artemide for installation in the library and can-

teen. According to Fitch the fittings cost about

£450 each, and are designed with a flexible

stem to allow the designers to direct light to

where it is required. However, in the canteen

some fittings were within reach of the students

who had their own ideas as to where the light

should be directed, damaging the lamps in the

process of re-direction. These fittings have had

to be shortened to take them out of reach of

the students.

When benchmarked against the similar

schemes the building's energy consumption

appears to be within acceptable limits - see

box: Laban energy analysis. It is likely that some

energy issues will be addressed in the future. In

2005, Laban merged with Trinity College of

Music to form Trinity Laban. The building now

falls under the combined college's FM depart-

ment. "At the moment the only energy efficien-

cy activity is to reduce the plant run times,"

says Fitch. "However, following the merger

there are plans to monitor energy use more

closely and to target those areas where con-

sumption can be reduced further," he adds.  ■
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RIGHT: The dancers appear silhouetted
against the translucent facade. BELOW: The
main street is a meeting place for students 
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